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Summary 

Advancing lithium-ion battery technology requires the optimization of cycling protocols. 

A new data-driven methodology is demonstrated for rapid, accurate prediction of the cycle 

life obtained by new cycling protocols using a single test lasting only 3 cycles, enabling rapid 

exploration of cycling protocol design spaces with orders of magnitude reduction in testing 

time. We achieve this by combining lifetime early prediction with a hierarchical Bayesian 

model (HBM) to rapidly predict performance distributions without the need for extensive 

repetitive testing. The methodology is applied to a comprehensive dataset of lithium-iron-

phosphate/graphite comprising 29 different fast-charging protocols. HBM alone provides 

high protocol lifetime prediction performance, with 6.5% of overall test average percent 

error, after cycling only one battery to failure. By combining HBM with a battery-lifetime 

prediction model, we achieve a test error of 8.8% using a single 3-cycle test. In addition, the 

generalizability of the HBM approach is demonstrated for lithium-manganese-cobalt-

oxide/graphite cells. 

Introduction 

The high energy and power densities of lithium-ion batteries have resulted in their 

ubiquity in a wide range of applications including cellphones, laptops, automotive vehicles, 

and smart grids1–5. The optimization of cycling protocols, which affect the utility and lifetime 
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of the batteries, is key to the development of advanced batteries for these applications. For 

example, multistep fast-charging protocols may enable shorter charging times without 

sacrificing cycle life by minimizing current-induced degradation6–8,10. Similarly, more 

complex formation protocols may reduce the formation time while increasing the cycle life 

and/or safety by modulating the deposition, chemistry, and morphology of the solid 

electrolyte interphase9,10. As new electrode chemistries such as silicon-alloy anodes and Ni-

rich or over-lithiated oxide cathodes near commercial deployment, there is a need to develop 

and rapidly evaluate new cycling protocols that minimize electrochemically induced 

degradation while maximizing performance. 

Such optimizations are expensive and time consuming due to the (a) high dimensionality 

of the parameter space, (b) high manufacturing variability, and (c) long testing times11–13. The 

dimensionality is high, in that the size of the parameter space of conceivable protocols is 

large relative to the number of experimental evaluations that can be realistically carried out. 

The manufacturing variability is high, in that each combination of parameters can exhibit 

significant variability in battery lifetime (i.e., high variability between cells) due to 

exogenous factors, particularly during early development of new technologies and materials. 

In addition, testing each protocol is time intensive, as cells are designed to last several years 

and hundreds to thousands of charge/discharge cycles. Current methods to circumventing 

these challenges include conducting accelerated cycle life tests by either cycling under 

extreme conditions (high temperatures and rates) or predicting the lifetime based on the 

electrochemical response in early cycles. In both cases, extensive repetitive testing is required 
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to account for cell-to-cell variability and/or errors in early lifetime prediction. Methods to 

efficiently address these challenges are therefore of crucial importance in enabling the rapid 

advancement of battery technologies for next-generation applications. 

Recent interest has focused on employing machine learning techniques to accelerate a 

variety of similar optimization and evaluation tasks, including identification of chemical 

synthesis routes14,15, device modeling for photovoltaic materials16, and materials discovery 

for energy storage17–20. In general, machine learning enables the development of predictive or 

descriptive models based on training data in the absence of a complete understanding of the 

underlying physics, making it also well suited to the present challenge of battery cycling 

protocol evaluation. For example, our previous work2 demonstrated that machine learning 

models are able to accurately classify batteries into high- and low-cycle life groups after only 

5 cycles, cutting down testing time by several orders of magnitude and directly addressing the 

challenge of long testing times in battery protocol optimization. However, such approaches 

do not explicitly account for cell-to-cell variability, and thus achieving sufficient confidence 

in the prediction of protocols (rather than individual cells under test) still required multiple 

repeated measurements even when using this accelerated approach2. 

In this work, we develop data-driven models to conduct rapid prediction of lithium-ion 

battery cycling protocols using only a single accelerated experimental test lasting only 3 

cycles, by combining HBM methods with a minimax probability machine for battery lifetime 

prediction. This approach reduces both the testing time and the total number of tests required 

for iterative cycling protocol optimization, resulting in a total test time reduction of over an 
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order of magnitude compared even to our previous data-driven accelerated approach10. The 

HBM learns both (i) the lifetime distribution of each cycling protocol, and (ii) the abstract 

knowledge describing the degree of cell-to-cell lifetime variability among different protocols 

as well as overall lifetime distribution for protocols (see Fig. 1), which enables the model to 

infer the performance of new cycling protocols from very few measurements. The approach 

is demonstrated for a dataset of LFP/graphite cells from Severson et al.2 and Attia et al.10 

consisting of 29 different fast-charging protocols with 113 cells whose cycle lives range from 

500 to 1200, with end-of-life defined as 20% degradation from nominal capacity. After 

learning from a subset of the data, the HBM methodology alone provides high protocol 

prediction performance, with 5.7% of a best test average percent error and with 6.5% of 

overall test error for lifetime prediction of any new cycling protocols, after only one full cycle 

life test with the new cycling protocol. By combining the HBM approach with the battery-

lifetime prediction model, we achieve a test error of 8.8% for the prediction of new cycling 

protocol lifetime after only a single 3-cycle test – a test time reduction of more than 99% 

compared to a full cycle life test. In addition, the proposed HBM approaches are 

demonstrated for a dataset of lithium-manganese-cobalt-oxide (NMC)/graphite cells, 

providing nearly a factor of two higher accuracy in protocol-lifetime prediction than the 

benchmarking single-level prediction method22, using only a single 3-cycle test. 

In past work2,10, we demonstrated the potential of machine learning methods for 

accelerating the optimization of battery operating parameters by reducing the testing times 

through early prediction of failure and efficiently navigating large parameter spaces (focusing 
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on (a) and (c) above). In contrast, this article considers a different problem, in which a 

method is proposed to accelerate testing by combining early battery lifetime prediction with a 

hierarchical Bayesian model (HBM) to rapidly predict performance distributions without the 

need for extensive repetitive testing, simultaneously addressing (b) and (c) above via two 

advances: (i) HBM is able to obtain accurate predictions after only a few measurements, by 

explicitly taking into account cell-to-cell variability and battery lifetime prediction 

uncertainties even when these uncertainties are large; (ii) We achieve an additional order of 

magnitude reduction in testing time compared to lifetime prediction alone, by virtue of 

relaxing the accuracy required from the early lifetime prediction, and minimizing the need for 

repeated testing.  

Machine Learning Approach 

We use an HBM approach to construct a model for rapid prediction of cycling protocols. As 

noted above, we use hierarchical Bayesian models21,22 to capture the abstract knowledge that 

describes cell-to-cell lifetime variability among cycling protocols through the learning of 

hyper-parameters at several levels of abstraction. We provide an informal introduction to this 

modeling approach, leaving technical details of machine-learning model development in the 

Computational Methods section (i.e., Section 6.2). 

Hierarchical learning and inference are often employed in human learners when the 

training data are very sparse. Just a single example is often sufficient for people to grasp a 

new category and make meaningful generalizations to novel instances, and accuracy typically 

asymptotes after just three or four examples23,24. Higher levels of abstract knowledge have 
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been observed to play a central role in humans when generalizing successfully from just a 

few examples21,24. For example, a learner may recognize attributes that vary significantly 

between categories, as well as features that tend to be homogenous within categories. This 

more abstract knowledge supports higher order generalizations about categories that the 

person has never seen, which allows a reasonable assessment of an entirely new situation 

from only one example of a new instance25. 

Since higher order abstract knowledge is crucial for many human inferences, researchers 

have explored how this knowledge might be learned. Hierarchical Bayesian models have 

been reported to acquire such knowledge22. In the HBM framework, the learning of abstract 

knowledge can be modeled as the learning of hyper-parameters. HBMs have been developed 

that acquire high-order knowledge for effective learning and inference in many domains. For 

example, a hierarchical model has been used to discover whether a corpus of child-directed 

speech is better described by a regular or a context-free grammar26. Discovering abstract 

properties of the underlying grammar can help language learners zero in on a specific 

grammar that accounts well for the data that they have observed. In addition, HBM has been 

adopted for learning causal relations27,28. Knowledge about causal types (e.g., diseases and 

symptoms) and relationships between these types (diseases cause symptoms) has served as 

useful constraints on causal learning27,28. An HBM has been demonstrated that uses raw co-

occurrence data to discover abstract knowledge about causal types27. In the field of ecology, it 

is critical to understand how levels of population organization contribute to population niche 

width29. A hierarchical Bayesian based isotope mixing model has been used to quantify inter- 
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and intra-population niche variability and improved isotope niche width analysis by 

quantitatively assessing the variability among individuals and across levels of population 

organization29. 

In general, the objective of HBM approaches is to model the hierarchical structure in a 

dataset and draw inferences using Bayesian methods. In our case, the data are battery lifetime 

observations of cycling protocols (�� indicates the battery lifetime observations from cycling 

protocol i) and we are interested in predicting the lifetime distribution (i.e., ��) of a new 

cycling protocol – protocol n – using only few measurements (see Fig. 1 and Section 6.2 for 

more details). 

To conduct such inference, knowledge is learned at two levels of the hierarchy, as shown 

in Fig. 1. One of them is the concrete (level 1) knowledge about the lifetime distribution of 

each training cycling protocol (��  indicates the lifetime distribution for the ith protocol), 

which explains the data and supports the ability of protocol inference. The other is the 

abstract (level 2) knowledge that describes the knowledge of lifetime variability among 

protocols and overall lifetime distribution for those protocols. The level-2 knowledge can be 

represented using two parameters α and β (see Equations 6 and 7). Intuitively, α captures the 

extent to which the battery lifetimes in each protocol tend to be uniform (namely, the degree 

of cell-to-cell lifetime variability), and β indicates the average lifetime distribution across all 

cycling protocols. This high-order abstract knowledge is what allows the model to form a 

reasonable prototype of a new kind of cycling protocol from only a few observations21,23. 

The objective of HBM is to compute the posterior distribution p(α, β,{��}| y): in other 
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words, the objective is to simultaneously obtain level-2 knowledge about α and β and level-1 

knowledge about the lifetime distribution �� , i = 1, 2, …, of each individual protocol. 

Inferences about ��, the battery lifetime distribution of protocol i, can be marginalized out of 

the posterior distribution over (α, β) (see Equation 8). The inference can be implemented in 

several ways and the inference scheme adopted here calculates the mean prediction. 

The training dataset (21 different cycling protocols tested with varying repetitions across 

73 batteries) is used to train the HBM model to learn the level-1 knowledge of �� as well as 

the level-2 knowledge of (α, β). We then evaluate the model on a new testing dataset of 8 

different protocols tested across 40 cells (see Note S1 and Table S1). 

Results 

(1) Performance of the hierarchical Bayesian model 

We adopt the HBM approach to predict the lifetime of new cycling protocols. For ease of 

presentation, let us first consider the case of classifying batteries into k = 2 groups according 

to their lifetime (long life/short life threshold = 900 cycles). The degree of lifetime variability 

within the training data estimated by HBM is mean(α) = 0.09, and the average lifetime 

distribution across all training protocols is mean(β) = [0.52, 0.48]. As shown in the left plot 

of Fig. S4ab, we apply HBM to estimate the lifetime distribution (i.e., the predicted 

probability distribution of short-lived ����1	 | ���) , and long-lived p ���2	 | ���) 

batteries) of batteries tested with a new cycling protocol after only one battery is tested and 

observed as being either short-lived (��� = [1,0]), or long-lived (��� = [0,1]), where ���	,
� = 1, 2 are the proportions of batteries in group 1 (short-lived) and group 2 (long-lived) 
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generated from a new protocol respectively, and ���  indicates a set of observations of 

battery lifetime from a new protocol (for more details on symbol definition, see Section 6.2). 

The expected fraction of long-lived and short-lived batteries can then be computed (e.g., 

p(���	  > 0.5 | ���), as shown in the right plot of Fig. S4ab). We thereby estimate the cycle 

life of a new protocol based on Equation 10. After cycling only one battery to failure with a 

new protocol (i.e., ��� = [1,0] or [0,1]), the HBM approach obtains high protocol prediction 

performance, with a testing average percent error of 8.1% for protocol-lifetime prediction for 

LFP/graphite cells in the scenario of k = 2 groups (see Table 1). Take the case of the long 

life/short life threshold of 900 cycles as an example, as shown in Fig. S4. After observing one 

battery as being long-lived (> 900 cycles) after cycling with a new cycling protocol (i.e., 

��� = [0,1]), HBM possesses 25.9% and 74.1% degree of confidence to predict this protocol 

belonging to short-lifetime protocol group (i.e., p(��1	 > 0.5) = 25.9%) and long-lifetime 

protocol group (i.e., p(��2	 > 0.5) = 74.1%), respectively. Therefore, the cycle life of this 

protocol can be computed as 929 cycles according to Equation 10. Similarly, after observing 

only one battery as being short-lived (i.e., ��� = [1,0]), HBM possesses 78.0% and 22.0% 

degree of confidence to predict this protocol into short-lifetime protocol group (i.e., p(��1	 >
0.5 ) = 78.0%) and long-lifetime protocol group (i.e., ����2	 > 0.5)  = 22.0%), and the 

protocol’s lifetime can be estimated as 751 cycles according to Equation 10. 

We also consider prediction of the lifetime of cycling protocols in the contexts of 

multiple (i.e., k > 2) equal-range groups. The protocol-lifetime prediction results for k = 3, 4, 
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5, and 6* (corresponding to group ranges = 250, 200, 150, and 100 cycles, respectively) are 

provided in Table 1, according to Equation 10. For the cases of k = 3, 4, 5, and 6 groups, after 

observing only one sample, the proposed HBM approach obtained overall protocol prediction 

performance with 6.2% of average percent error based on the testing data (see Table 1 and 

Fig. S3). 

The comparison of HBM with a benchmarking single-level model22 is provided in Table 

S2, which shows that the average percent error of benchmarking single-level method is a 

factor of 1.7 higher than the overall average percent error of HBM (6.5% for HBM versus 

11.0% for single-level model). Our model leverages higher order knowledge abstracted from 

previously learned protocols to infer a new cycling protocol’s performance as well as an 

appropriate similarity metric from only few samples21,22. 

(2) Performance of combined HBM and battery-lifetime prediction model  

Having demonstrated the efficacy of the HBM in predicting protocol lifetimes after observing 

the lifetime of only a single battery with a new protocol, this section applies the HBM to 

battery lifetime data predicted from early-cycle information (see Fig. 3). This approach 

enables prediction of new protocols without the need to cycle a battery to failure, thereby 

substantially reducing the testing time required for protocol prediction. Severson et al.2 

demonstrated accurate battery-lifetime prediction using machine learning techniques applied 

                             
*
The specific battery lifetime groups for the cases of k = 3, 4, 5, and 6 are 

(1) k = 3 case: lifetime groups = (500, 750]∪(750, 1000]∪(1000,∞) 
(2) k = 4 case: lifetime groups = (500, 700]∪(700, 900]∪(900, 1100]∪(1100,∞) 
(3) k = 5 case: lifetime groups = (500, 650]∪(650, 800]∪(800, 950]∪(950, 1100]∪(1100,∞) 
(4) k = 6 case: lifetime groups = (500, 600]∪(600, 700]∪(700, 800]∪(800,900]∪(900,1000]∪(1000, ∞) 
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to a wide variety of electrochemical features, with a high predictability obtained using a 

single feature involving the change in discharging capacity-vs.-voltage profile between 

cycles, which is referred to as “ΔQ”. It was pointed out that the ΔQ features constructed 

based on constant-current discharging capacity-voltage data are hard to apply in a practical 

situation, where a cell’s discharge current frequently changes to meet the user’s operations. 

Here, we generate new features for the data-driven model – termed ΔV features (see Note S3) 

– that have comparable performance as ΔQ for constant-current cycling data, while also 

performing well for variable-current cycling data. The variable current refers to the fact that 

values of current can change within each charging cycle. For each battery, the cycling data 

are generated by repeating same cycling protocol, which results in time variation in the 

current near the end of the charging, as the capacity fades. Further, these new charging 

features offer a straightforward and direct connection to standard electrochemical theory, in 

which the spatiotemporal distribution of overpotentials dictates the dynamics and condition 

of the battery (for more details, see the discussion in Section 4.3). 

Using all twenty features, including the charging ΔV features and features similar to 

those in Severson et al.2 computed for data from the first 3 cycles (the features are detailed in 

Note S3), we employ a regularized minimax probability machine30,31, which is a distribution-

free technique that does not assume any specific form of data distribution, to classify batteries 

into either “short-lived” or “long-lived” battery groups for various cycle life thresholds. This 

method attained a test error of 12.5%, that is, with 5 of 40 points incorrectly classified for the 

testing dataset of LFP/graphite cells (for more details, see Note S4). Then HBM is performed 
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on the data of those predicted LFP/graphite battery lifetimes, which achieves a test average 

percent error of 8.8% for protocol-lifetime prediction, after observing only one sample of a 

new cycling protocol. In contrast, the benchmarking single-level model22 is performed on the 

data of those predicted battery lifetimes from using all the twenty features, which obtains a 

test error of 18.2% for protocol-lifetime prediction after one measurement of a new protocol 

(see Note S2). The protocol-lifetime prediction by the benchmarking method is a factor of 2.1 

higher than the average percent error of HBM.  

In addition, the combined HBM and battery-lifetime prediction approach is applied to a 

dataset with a different battery chemistry (NMC/graphite)50 than LFP/graphite. The results of 

the correlation analysis between the charging ΔV feature with battery lifetime, and the 

proposed HBM-based model for the prediction of cycling protocol lifetime for NMC/graphite 

batteries are provided in Figs. S12 and S13, and Table S6. The proposed charging ΔV feature 

has good correlation performance with the battery cycle life (the correlation coefficient is 

−0.88 as shown in Fig. S12). In addition, HBM is performed on the data of the NMC/graphite 

battery lifetimes predicted from the first 3 cycles (see Fig. S13), which achieves a test 

average percent error of 10.4% for protocol-lifetime prediction using a single 3-cycle test. In 

contrast, the benchmarking single-level model22 is performed on the data of those predicted 

battery lifetimes, which obtains a test error of 20.2% for protocol-lifetime prediction after one 

measurement. The proposed HBM approach provides a factor of 1.94 higher accuracy in 

protocol-lifetime prediction than the benchmarking single-level prediction method. The 

results show the effectiveness of the proposed approach for cycling protocol prediction when 
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applying the method to a battery dataset with a chemistry other than LFP/graphite. The above 

results also show that the combination of HBM and a data-driven battery-lifetime prediction 

model (minimax probability machine) enables rapid and accurate protocol prediction using 

only battery lifetimes predicted from very early-cycle information, substantially reducing 

both experimental costs (the number of batteries) and testing time. 

Discussion 

(1) HBM Prediction from few observations 

This section investigates the relationship between the number of observations (n) and the 

cell-to-cell variability degree (�) for the HBM-based protocol classification performance 

according to the decision rule of Equation 9. When the variability degree � is small (e.g., � is 

near 0, see the uniform lifetime case in Fig. 1a), the first observation would indicate the 

(nearly, deterministically correct) answer, so there is much to be gained from one observation 

but subsequent observations are of little use. As the variability degree �  increases, more 

observations would be needed to make the predicted distribution become accurate. Fig. 4 

plots the predicted performance of HBM as a function of observation number (n) and the cell-

to-cell variability degree (�) for the case of classifying cycling protocols into two protocol 

groups. As shown in Figs. 4af, the majority of prediction accuracy is gained with the first few 

observations, and subsequent observations do little to improve performance. HBM therefore 

provides a way of quantifying the marginal gain in confidence for prediction from additional 

experiments. 

In terms of the scenario for classifying cycling protocols into multiple (i.e., k > 2) 
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groups, Figs. 4bcde depicts the predicted performance of HBM as a function of observation 

number (n) and the cell-to-cell variability degree (�) for classifying protocols into k = 3, 4, 5, 

and 6 groups, respectively. Again, similar to the case of two-group protocol classification, the 

advantage of many observations decreases quickly for protocol classification into multiple 

groups, as shown in Fig. 4f. 

In our specific operating window (commercial high-rate cylindrical cells cycled under 

fast-charging conditions), the cell-to-cell variability is between 0.07 and 0.18, so the majority 

of learning is achieved with a single observation. However, under different scenarios such as 

high-energy (thick electrode) cells cycled at high temperature, high cycling cutoff voltages, 

and high rates, as well as during battery development, cell-to-cell variability is larger and 

HBM provides more useful guidance for determining an appropriate number of repeat 

measurements for accurate protocol classification and prediction. 

(2) Quantification of uncertainties using HBM 

This section explores the information that the HBM learns about the expected lifetime 

distributions for cycling protocols in the context of warranty. For example, when we have two 

“good” cycling protocols but predict one to have 90% of batteries be long-lived and another 

to have 95% of batteries be long-lived, this information can inform warranty decisions. In this 

regard, a key question arises: what is the relationship between the number of observations, 

the cell-to-cell variability, and the confidence in the distribution of lifetimes predicted by 

HBM? 

We first consider the case where we seek to ensure that at least 90% of the batteries 
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cycled with a given protocol fall within the long-lifetime range (i.e., ��2	 ≥ 0.9 – note that 

the analysis can be easily extended to other cases e.g., ��2	 ≥ 0.95 or ��2	 ≥ 0.99). As 

mentioned, the accuracy of predictions made by HBM also depends on the degree of cell-to-

cell variability, � . Take �  = 0.1 as an example, as displayed in Fig. S10, the number of 

observations (n) needed for HBM to predict a good cycling protocol having the ratio of long-

lived battery ��2	 ≥ 0.9 with � = 95%  degree of confidence is n = 29; that is, the prediction 

performance ����2	 ≥ 0.9) = 95% can be guaranteed for such cycling protocols with the 

observations � = �0, �	 = �0, 29	. 
In addition, for the scenarios of cell-to-cell variability degree � = 0, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, and 

0.5, the number of observations needed for HBM to predict cycling protocols ����2	 ≥
0.9) = � with � = 85%, 90%, 95%, 99.5% degree of confidence is in Fig. 5. The number of 

observations (y = [0, n]) required is seen to have a log-linear relationship with the predicted 

degree of confidence � for HBM; in other words, as the degree of confidence � increases, the 

number of observations required for HBM to ensure good cycling protocols increases 

approximately proportional to  ! . The quantification of �  enables predictions of pre-

threshold failure rates, which enables the cost of a warranty for a given cycle life threshold to 

be accurately predicted with explicit consideration of cell-to-cell variability observed in 

training data. Such an approach could be particularly useful in the case of reselling used 

batteries32, where the variability in lifetime (� ) is large and warranties are essential for 

consumer confidence. 
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(3) Physical interpretation on predictive ability of ΔV features 

To capture the electrochemical evolution of individual cells during cycling, several features 

are calculated based on the cycle-to-cycle evolution of the charging voltage curve "�#) (see 

Fig. 6a). This section explains why such features would be expected to be accurate predictors 

of battery cycle life; the features are strongly correlated to the battery degradation 

mechanisms that result in the capacity fade. Developing a physical interpretation of these 

features can guide the development of insights into the degradation mechanisms that result in 

the capacity reduction, and provides confidence into the generalizability of the features to 

batteries of different chemistries or materials. Because charging voltage curves contain rich 

information about degradation processes especially in the graphite anode33, we consider here 

the change in charging voltage curve between cycles a and b, denoted Δ"%→'�#) =  "'�#) −
"%�#), where the subscripts indicate the cycle number. We calculated the Δ"�#) curves for 

each cell by using summary statistics such as minimum, variance, and mean of square (see 

Note S3). As shown in Fig. 6b, the summary statistic of mean of square, applied to 

Δ")*→+**�#), has a high correlation with the cycle life of a cell. In addition, the charging ∆V 

feature (i.e., mean(square(Δ",→)�#)))) was selected as the most predictive feature for early 

classification of battery lifetime (see Note S4). These results demonstrate the prediction 

power of the features constructed based on the differences of charging voltage curves Δ"�#). 

Under constant current scenarios, physically, the voltage difference Δ"%→'  between two 

given cycles a and b is significantly correlated with internal resistance buildup between the 

two cycles at the same composition and temperature. Since there are transient effects of 
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transport and reaction kinetics within each cycle, it is also important to assess the cumulative 

effect of variable differential resistance via the total energy dissipation, whose change from 

cycle to cycle is given by the total area between the voltage curves, Δ-%→' = ∮ "�#) /#. 

The statistics introduced above (mean, variance, and mean of square) can be viewed as 

different measures of the charge-resolved voltage change, corresponding to different 

weighted averages of the change in energy dissipation. Changes in cell resistance or energy 

dissipation over time can occur due to a variety of degradation phenomena, typically 

associated with one or both of the electrodes, which impede lithium-ion transport or 

intercalation reactions. Irreversible side reactions or leakage mechanisms that lead to loss of 

lithium-ion inventory (LLI) in the system can also indirectly affect these resistances, while 

shifting the open circuit voltage and lowering the total capacity. 

Electrochemical side reactions at both electrodes play important roles in battery 

degradation, which may explain some of our findings. In order to maximize energy density, 

the operating voltage of most lithium-ion batteries lies far outside the electrochemical 

stability window of all battery electrolytes34, so organic battery electrolytes are designed to 

form passivation layers on the active electrode surfaces, known as the solid-electrolyte 

interphase (SEI). In the first few cycles, primary SEI growth on carbon-based anodes, such as 

graphite, is rapid and occurs mainly by electron-transfer-limited solvent reduction during 

battery charging (lithiation)35. As the number of cycles increases, the dense, mostly inorganic 

primary SEI transitions to a porous, mostly organic secondary SEI36, whose growth is 

ultimately limited by solvent diffusion37,38. At high charging rates, large overpotentials can 
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also trigger lithium-plating side reactions, enhanced by graphite staging phase transitions that 

suppress lithium-ion intercalation39, which accelerate LLI and interfere with stable 

intercalation reactions. As the graphite capacity decreases due to LLI from all of these 

processes, the potential of the LFP cathode can also rise above 4.2 V (cathode overcharge)40. 

Such high potentials have been shown to cause electronic structure changes in the cathode 

material leading to gas evolution and defect formation41. At the cell level, these phenomena 

can lead to increased interfacial resistance of charge transfer in the cathode material42. At 

both electrodes, mechanical deformation due to volume expansion and contraction during 

intercalation can also lead to fracture and degradation of electron transport pathways, which 

lower the active area over time and contribute to the growth of internal resistance43,44. On the 

cathode side, disorder also causes part of the active material to become inactive for lithium 

insertion.45 In summary, the increased resistance for ion and electron transport and 

intercalation reactions, due to a variety of interfacial degradation processes as well as the loss 

of lithium inventory and active material, leads us to expect a significant correlation of 

changes in ΔV(Q) statistics with battery lifetime. Moreover, the dissipation of energy as heat 

leads to the further expectation that greater temperature increases during charging would also 

correlate with greater degradation and shorter lifetimes. 

Experimental Procedures 

(1) Resource Availability 

Lead Contact 

Please contact the Lead Contact, R.D.B. (braatz@mit.edu) for information related to the data 
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and code described in the following Experimental Procedures section. 

Materials Availability 

This study did not generate new unique materials. 

Data and Code Availability 

The dataset of LFP/graphite cells used in this work is available at https://github.com/chueh-

ermon/battery-fast-charging-optimization; and the dataset of NMC/graphite cells is available 

at https://www.batteryarchive.org/list.html. Code is available at 

https://github.com/bbjiang2021/HBMProtocolPrediction and upon request to the Lead 

Contact. 

(2) Experimental 

Two battery datasets with two different battery chemistries are used in this work. The first 

dataset comprises 113 LFP/graphite batteries, which is a much more comprehensive dataset 

and is mainly used in this work; the second dataset comprises 21 NMC/graphite batteries, 

which is supplementary to verify the generalizability of proposed approaches to different 

battery chemistries. 

The LFP/graphite dataset comprises 29 different fast-charging protocols (9 to 13 min to 

80% state of charge) tested across 113 commercial lithium-iron-phosphate/graphite cells from 

Severson et al.2 and Attia et al.10 The cells are of a nominal capacity of 1.1 Ah and a nominal 

voltage of 3.3 V. The experiments were operated at a temperature-controlled environmental 

chamber in which the average temperature of individual batteries spanned a temperature 

range of about 6°C (see Fig. S16). This battery dataset is appropriate for the purposes of this 
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study, which include (1) validating a machine learning method for the rapid prediction of the 

performance cycling protocols, (2) improving the predictive accuracy of the method by 

defining new features, aka transformations of the raw battery data. The training dataset 

contains 73 cells with 21 different charging protocols, and the testing dataset contains 8 fast-

charging protocols with each protocol repeated five times (i.e., 40 cells for the test), as shown 

in Fig. S2 and Table S1. Those fast-charging contains multi-constant-current step protocols, 

and one of 29 different charging protocols was performed to charge cells from 0% to 80% 

state of charge (SOC). For example, a three-step protocol can comprise of a 4C charging step 

from 0% to 30% SOC, followed by a 3C step from 30% to 50% SOC and a 6C step from 

50% to 80% SOC. The 29 charging protocols indicate different combinations of current steps 

within the range of 0% to 80% SOC. All cells are then charged from 80% to 100% SOC with 

a uniform 1C CC-CV charging step to 3.6 V. All cells were subsequently discharged with a 

CC-CV discharge at 4C to 2.0 V. The cycle life defined here is the cycle number 

corresponding to the cell capacity reducing to 80% of its nominal capacity. More details can 

be found in Severson et al.2 and Attia et al.10 on the experimental implementation for the 

LFP/graphite battery dataset. 

The NMC/graphite dataset comprises 21 commercial cells from Preger et al.46 The 21 

cells were cycled at various ambient temperatures (15℃, 25℃, and 35℃). On each cycle, the 

cells were charged in a CCCV (Constant Current Constant Voltage) mode at 0.5C constant 

current up to 4.2V, followed by a constant voltage charge. The cells were then discharged at 

various discharge currents (0.5C, 1C, 2C, and 3C) until the terminal voltage decreased to 2 V. 
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The capacity vs. cycle number for a NMC/graphite battery dataset is plotted in Fig. S11, and 

a detailed description of the dataset is available in Preger et al.46 

(3) Computational 

This section formalizes the HBM in Fig. 1, which is known as a Dirichlet-multinomial 

model47. Consider a set of k groups. For ease of presentation, variables are initially defined 

for the case of k = 2. The variables for the case of k > 2 can be defined similarly. Let 

��  indicate the true battery lifetime distribution for the ith cycling protocol: if 30% of the 

batteries from protocol 4 are short-lived, then �0  = [0.3, 0.7]. Let ��  indicate a set of 

observations of battery lifetime from protocol i. If six samples are drawn from protocol 4 and 

all batteries but one sample is short-lived, then �0 = [5, 1]. 

Suppose we observe the lifetime data from cycling protocols � = {�+, �,, … }, where ��, i 

= 1, 2, …, is the data observations of battery lifetime from protocol i. We assume that �� is 

drawn from a multinomial distribution with parameter �� ; in other words, the battery 

lifetimes responsible for the observations in
i

y are drawn independently at random from the 

ith protocol, and each lifetime data depends on the lifetime distribution �� for that protocol. 

Therefore, the likelihood can be expressed as 

���) = ∏ �5��6��7�        (1) 

and 

�5��6��7 ~ Multinomial���)      (2) 

where �� is the number of observations for protocol i. 

The vectors �� , i = 1, 2, …, are assumed to be drawn from a Dirichlet distribution 
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parameterized by a vector B = �C+, C, , … , CD	E, which is described by47 

 �5��7~ Dir��|B) = +
H�B) ∏ IJ

KLM+DJN+   (3) 

where 

 O�B) ≜ ∏ Γ�CJ)DJN+ Γ�C*)⁄   (4) 

and 

 C* ≜ ∑ CJDJN+   (5) 

For the definitions  

 � = C* T⁄ = ∑ CJDJN+ T⁄    (6) 

and  

 U = �V+, V,, … , VD	E with VJ = CJ C*⁄ ,  (7) 

the parameter � indicates the overall degree of cell-to-cell lifetime variability among different 

cycling protocols, and β represents the distribution of lifetime across the entire collection of 

protocols21,22. As in past HBM applications,22 we initialized the algorithm by an exponential 

distribution on α and a uniform distribution on β, where the latter captures the weak prior 

expectation that the batteries from any cycling protocol are uniform in lifetime. The mean of 

the exponential distribution is λ, and λ = 1 is used in this paper. 

The posterior distribution p(α, β,{�� }| �) (or p(B,{�� }| �)) can be obtained through 

multiplying the likelihood (i.e., Equation 1) by the prior (i.e., Equation 3)47. The objective is 

to maximize the posterior distribution p(α, β, { �� }|  � ) to simultaneously learn level-2 

knowledge about α and β and level-1 knowledge about the lifetime distribution �� of each 

individual protocol i. To compute the predictions of this model, we estimate p(α, β |�) using 
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the Markov chain Monte Carlo method47. Inferences about the �� are computed by integrating 

over α and β: 

����| �) = W ����|�, U, �)���, U| �)d�dUY,U                               (8) 

The category of cycling protocol i can be classified as 

� = arg maxJN+,...,D\������	 > 1/T)^      (9) 

where ������	 > 1/T) is the summation of all of the probabilities in which the ����	 are 

larger than 1/T, and k is the division number of lifetime groups. The cycle life of cycling 

protocol i can be calculated as 

_̂� =  ∑ ������	 > 1/T) × bJDJN+       (10) 

where _̂� is the estimated cycle life of the ith protocol and bJ is the median cycle life of the 

jth lifetime group. 

The metrics of average percent error and root-mean-squared error (RMSE) are used to 

evaluate the model performance. The average percent error is defined as 

+
c ∑ |deMd̂e|

de
c�N+ × 100       (11) 

where _� is the mean of observed cycle life of ith protocol from multiple experiments and N is 

the total number of tested protocols. RMSE is defined as 

RMSE =  i+
c ∑ �_� − _̂�),c�N+       (12) 

Supplemental Information 

Supplemental information can be found online at https://doi.org/... 
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Figure 1. Illustration of hierarchical Bayesian model based on batteries with various cycle lives from 

different cycling protocols (different colors indicate different battery-lifetime groups). Suppose that S is a 

stack containing many cycling protocols. We sample several protocols and discover that some protocols 

contain short-lived (red) and super-long-lived (green) batteries, and others contain long-lived (yellow) and 

super-short-lived (brown) batteries. We now meet a new cycling protocol – protocol n – and draw a single 

sample from the protocol and observe that the sample is a median-lived (blue) battery. We are interested in 

the ability to predict the battery lifetime distribution (i.e., ��) of the new cycling protocol. On its own, a 

single draw provides little information about the new protocol, but experience with previous protocols can 

provide more information for the inference. For example, (a) the lifetime of batteries in each cycling 

protocol are uniform (i.e. α = 0), which endorses the hypothesis H that the lifetime of all batteries from this 

new protocol n are median-lived (blue); (b) for the case of each protocol possessing a large variability of 

battery lifetime, the information α and β at level 2 – in which α is the overall degree of cell-to-cell 

variability and β is the overall lifetime distribution across all protocols – learned from previous protocols is 

critical for predicting the lifetime distribution (i.e., ��) of a new protocol using only few samples (e.g., 

only one sample). 

 

Figure 2. Discharge capacity for all the LFP/graphite cells used in the article. The color of each curve is 

scaled by the battery’s cycle life. 

 

Figure 3. Schematic of the combined battery-lifetime early prediction model with the hierarchical 

Bayesian approach for cycling protocol-lifetime prediction. Electrochemical cycling data are collected for 

lithium-ion batteries for a variety of cycling protocols. Then features based on the cycle-to-cycle evolution 

of charge V(Q) are constructed from the data from the first 3 cycles. Additional features can be included if 

additional data are available such as temperature. The features and data are used to construct a battery 

lifetime prediction model, whose predictions are used to construct a hierarchical Bayesian model for the 

predicting the battery cycle life distribution when fed new cycling protocols. 

 

Figure 4. Classification performance of HBM as a function of observation number (n) and the cell-to-cell 

variability degree (�) for the case of classifying cycling protocols into multiple-protocol groups: (a) k = 2 

groups, (b) k = 3 groups, (c) k = 4 groups, (d) k = 5 groups, (e) k = 6 groups, and (f) prediction confidence 

of HBM as a function of observation number for the cases of k = 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6 groups; in each case, the 

prediction confidence is computed by averaging the values of prediction confidence for the variability 

degree �= 0, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, and 0.5 under the same number of observation. The labels inside the contour 

plot are prediction confidences (e.g., 95% means the 95% degree of confidence predicted by HBM). The 

result is based on simulation data. 

 

Figure 5. The number of observations needed (vertical axis) for HBM to predict the performance of 

cycling protocols with � = 85%, 90%, 95%, 99.5% degree of confidence (horizontal axis) with different 

variability degree � (different lines). All of the numbers of observations in the figure are less than 100. 

 

Figure 6. Charging Δ" feature of LFP/graphite cells: (a) Charging voltage curve for 100th and 30th cycles 

for a representative LFP/graphite cell. (b) Cycle life plotted as a function of the charging Δ" feature of 
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LFP/graphite cells, which is defined as the mean of square of Δ")*→+**�#), with a correlation coefficient 

of −0.89.  
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Table 1. Testing results for protocol-lifetime prediction by HBM with one sample observed for the cases of 

k = 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6 groups. The degree of lifetime variablity mean(α) for k = 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6 are mean(α) 

= 0.07, 0.11, 0.12, 0.12, and 0.18, repectively. (see Figs. S5–S8 for more details) 

 k = 2 k = 3 k = 4 k = 5 k = 6 

RMSE (cycles) 85.3 58.7 63.8 59.6 62.3 

Average percent error  8.1% 5.7% 6.5% 6.3% 6.3% 

 



 

 

 

 

 



 

 



 

 



 

 
 

      
 

     



 
 



   






